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Logistics is an exciting and challenging career choice that 
brings with it a lot of rewarding relationships and lifelong 
customers. I have witnessed first-hand over the last six years the 
growth of women in the industry and seen their roles continue 
to strengthen. Hopefully, in the next decade the term “a man’s 
field” will no longer exist in supply chain management.
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MS MAYEZA

MANAGING DIRECTOR

She is a woman of great business sense with a passion to see her business and 

other small businesses succeed.

Ms Nozuko Mayeza is a successful business woman who is also a founder of Tulsawiz 

Logistics , which has operated in the supply chain sector for a number of years, 

while also providing a platform for small black businesses to link with opportunities 

the formal sector of the economy.

Before starting following her entrepreneurial passion, she spent 7 years within the 

financial services environment, where she started at branch level and later took an 

opportunity that was presented to her by the head office..

She is also a writer and is currently busy with her book titled THE RISE OF A BLACK 
WOMAN to be released in August 2018.

She has co authored the empowerment book entitled SHARE YOUR STORY VOL. 5.

ABOUT

TULSAWIZ
LOGISTICS

Tulsawiz Logistics is owned and operated by Ms. Nozuko Mayeza, a passionate and successful businesswoman who founded 

Tulsawiz Logistics in 2011 with a view to providing a platform for small black businesses in the supply chain economy.

An accomplished businesswoman with years of experience in the cross- border logistical support services industry, Nozuko 

possesses well- honed leadership skills as evidenced in the comprehensive corporate and portfolio management solutions she has 

created for the Southern African logistics industry.

She was nominated for the Women in Transport Award in the 11th Annual Transport Africa Awards 2018.

She was a featured member in the British Chamber of Business in South Africa, and she is in Absa’s Enterprise Development 

Program, a premier entrepreneurship development platform hosted by Absa, a leading South African bank.

She is also author of “The Rise of a Black Woman”, and has co- authored the empowerment book entitled “Share Your Story Vol. 5”.

On a recent trip in November 2018 to the United States, as the runner up in the 2018 Influential Women in Trucking Awards, Ms 

Mayeza gave a moving account of her rise to prominence as a small business within the Southern African trucking industry, which 

was well received, to say the very least. She has had several interviews in the States and offers to collaborate on home soil as a result, 

and looks forward to expanding operations into Africa and abroad in 2019.
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From a young age, I had always wondered why there was heavy traffic and so 
many trucks on the road and what they were on about. I then realized that logistics 
permeates every field, be it fashion, technology, construction, science and more. 
There were opportunities waiting for someone with my kind of passion and skills set 
in logistics.

We are a 100% black owned and managed 

investment, service, transport and logistics 

company. We partner with our clients to 

assist them in reaching their Procurement and 

Enterprise Development BB-BEE objectives, 

while maintaining a high level of efficiency and 

service standards.

We have extensive experience of transporting 

commodities and other high tonnage products, 

with in South Africa and in the Southern Africa 

region.

Other business avenues and prospects include 

offering IT Solutions in Real-Time Reporting for 

the industry.

COMPANY
BROCHURE

MY CURRENT ROLE SPANS CLIENT RELATIONS, MANAGING DIVERSE STAKEHOLDERS, 

FINANCE, AND CONNECTING WITH INDUSTRY EXPERTS. 

THIS IS WHAT I ENJOY.

,,
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW - info@tulsawiz.co.za
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MISSION STATEMENT

To become the professional and 

reliable service provider for our 

clients, thus contribution to their 

efficiency and triple bottom line.

To provide reliable and professional 

transport and logistics solutions for 

our clients;

To assist our clients to meeting their 

BB-BEE targets while improving their 

competitive advantage;

Commitment to building and 

maintaining sustainable and value 

adding relationships

- Enthusiasm to serve

- Honesty and integrity

- Reliability

- Customer focus

Vision Mission Values

- We provide a detailed mentorship programme for start ups

- We are involved in the community work through various NGO’S in and around Soweto

- We teach mentees the art of networking

- We provide a head start for interns who are aspiring to be business owners

- EOH is one of our partners in mentorship/internship programmes

We also collaborate with industry captains and business leaders in providing Trade Missions for entrepreneurs 

to other countries including the United States of America as well as Bulgaria with more international trips 

planned for the year 2018. 

MENTORSHIP
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We provide services in different types of trucks from 8ton -34ton 

tautliners and flat decks.

We provide transport, supply chain and logistics services within 

South Africa.

We provide cross border transport of high tonnage goods across 

the Southern Africa region.

We link small black businesses with clients who require their 

services.

For each of our clients we design a system that could help 

us make the right routing decisions looking at both cost and 

services.

SERVICES

We establish a partnership thus becoming an extension to our 

clients.

We operate as in-house transportation, making us efficient.

For the food industry we provide a carrier on time performance report/system.

Dock scheduling solution.

We provide a tracking cost and a service performance be it weekly or monthly.

We pride ourselves in becoming the experts in inbound and outbound logistics over the years.

We have guaranteed access to a fleet of 8 through 34 ton trucks (tautliners to flatbeds) on demand.

We endeavor to ensure that all our drivers are trained in the Road Management Transportation System (RTMS) 

that encourages stakeholders within the road logistics value chain to implement a vehicle management 

system that preserves road infrastructure, improves road safety and increases the productivity of the logistics 

value chain.
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OUR CLIENTS

Cummins
South Africa

First Distribution

Cee Vee Logistics

Cummins has a long history of customer support in Africa. We have established an extensive 

network through which we can unleash the Power of Cummins throughout the African 

continent.

First Distribution is a value-added distributor of leading global brands, providing 

complex ICT solutions to the Enterprise and SME markets.

Offer logistics solutions through skilled and motivated personnel who are supported by leading operations
systems and information technology

The Department of Telecommunications and 
Postal Services

The Department of Telecommunications and Postal Services aims to develop ICT 

policies and legislations that create favourable conditions for accelerated and 

shared sustainable growth for the South African economy which positively impacts 

on the well being of all our people.

Barloworld

Barloworld Limited is an industrial brand management company,
founded in South Africa.

(GGDA)

The GGDA’s key purpose is to maximise the effect of developing the economy of 

Gauteng, through support growth of the cooperatives economy, facilitation of 

trade and investment and increased strategic economic infrastructure.
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Corobrik

Corobrik is Africa's leading manufacturer of clay face bricks and pavers.

The Gauteng Growth & Development Agency 



TULSAWIZ
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